H O S P I TA L I T Y
M U LT I - FA M I LY
SENIOR LIVING
INSTITUTIONAL/OFFICE

The illusion expensive...the reality affordable.
Mandy Li Collection encompasses our unwavering desire to offer only outstanding quality in the products
we produce and the services we provide to our customers. Each product we manufacture is created to support
your design intent and enhance the interior environments to which it is utilized. We understand the importance
of providing best-in-class service for our customers so they can be assured their needs are handled with
professional personal attention.
Our vast array of high-end products supplying sustainable, tasteful, and economic solutions includes:
n

Custom manufacturing of case goods, including furniture, vanity bases, and cabinetry

n

Offering custom-manufactured interior doors, sliding barn-style doors and hardware

n

An exquisite selection of marble, granite, and our signature FuZion STONE®

Mandy Li Collection is highly focused in the Hospitality, Multi-family, Senior Living, and Institutional/Office
industries, ensuring our ability to present unsurpassed elegance to our international and domestic customers.
In the past, we have been fortunate to work with some of the top design firms, architects, and hospitality
companies in the world. Whether you are a small design firm or a hospitality giant, you will receive the same
superior level of customer service. It is important to us that our core values reinforce our desire to be the best
in everything we provide. Take some time to explore the following pages to learn a little more about who we
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are, see what we have to offer, and get inspired for the projects ahead.

TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S

Mandy Li Collection wants to be your go-to solution provider, assisting you with your future design projects.

Evolution of Mandy Li
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Guided by unquestionable ethics and integrity,
Mandy Lì Collection creates interior environments
where mind and imagination blend seamlessly,
dedicated to perfection.
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“My main focus has always been to consistently
provide complete customer satisfaction through
quality products and expert services.”
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E V O LU T I O N O F M A N DY L I
In 1997, Mandy Li started her business in America as GW Stone,
crafting fine products from natural stone and quartz. As the company
grew to include more product lines beyond stone, Mandy Li expanded
the name identity to GW Gallery Group. Over the years, she built a level of
respect for her company by approaching each and every project with honesty,
integrity, and ability. One might say Mandy Li made a name for herself because she
adheres to those high standards.
Mandy Li’s customers know that Mandy personally stands behind the quality and
craftsmanship of the products her company manufactures and the services it provides.
Mandy reinforced this philosophy by re-branding the company one more time in 2011

At Mandy Li Collection, we are cognizant
of the urgent need to preserve this planet.
Preservation starts and ends with our daily
operations, including using recycled office
products and natural, cruelty-free cleaning
supplies where possible, conserving water,
and minimizing waste.

to what it is known today as Mandy Li Collection.
Today, Mandy Li Collection is supported by more than 40 dedicated individuals handling
the day-to-day operations at company headquarters in Los Angeles, California, with
a satellite office in China. Her team comprises some of the industry’s top professionals,
including a national sales force, estimators, engineering specialists, and project

Going green means choosing to responsibly
commit to manufacturing products that are
safe for the planet and all its inhabitants. We
take that commitment personally. All materials
and processes used in our factories must meet
or beat established health and safety standards.

managers who are unmatched in ability and knowledge.
Mandy’s staff is dedicated to creating beautiful environments
that satisfy all our customers’ needs, from project conception
to quality completion.

“In this day and age of shabby business, it’s
so refreshing to work with your company.”
– Stiltz Tile LLC

In addition, we continually monitor all the
materials used for production in our Chinese
factories. Furthermore, we demand that items
used are classified as environmentally safe.
GREEN: It’s not a phase. It’s our future.

*Details and verification of these standards are available upon request.
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W E A R E A M A N U FA C T U R E R
The quality of service we provide reinforces our high level of commitment to
manufacturing exceptional products for all our customers.

Quality control is a key component of any manufacturing facility. We monitor all production,
ensuring the product is of consistently high quality. Our engineering specialists are
leaders in the industry, and our workers are highly trained. All the equipment is regularly

We at Mandy Li Collection thrive in ensuring that the highest level of quality is always

upgraded to ensure we remain at the forefront of advanced manufacturing technologies.

delivered in all we do. Each project begins at our headquarters in Los Angeles, California.
This is where the planning, project management, logistics, and engineering come together

The actual pieces we manufacture from concept to completion are a direct expression

for superior production. All our highly skilled employees work hard to oversee the detailed

of the quality all of us represent at Mandy LI Collection.

steps of each process, from concept to completion.
We strive to provide only best-in-class products and services to our customers. We understand
how important communication and teamwork are to delivering the highest level of
service. Proper communication allows us to ensure the design and functionality vision
is always met above and beyond expectations. When design or production challenges
arise within a project, we face these challenges head-on and provide effective solutions
to solve them quickly. Budgets and timelines play a major role in the execution of any
case goods manufacturing project. Our project managers work with the purchasing
agents with an astute attention to detail in order to ensure the project stays on-track.
The unique relationship between our headquarters in Los Angeles and our manufacturing
facilities in China benefits us in numerous ways. This relationship allows for consistent on-time
performance, as well as ease of communication flow, for timely response on quoting and
order processing. Cross-cultural communication sets us apart from other manufacturers and
is critical to the success of your project. We communicate not only in Chinese, but we also
ensure the cultural divide is crossed when communicating our customers’ requirements
to our facilities in China.
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“Your ability to keep all discussions on a businesslike
basis, and your persistence in promptly resolving all
issues, allowed us to complete the project and deliver
it to the owner on time.”
				

– CF Jordan Construction LLC

The details are in the drawings.
Shop drawings are created to provide the clear
and complete information needed for precise
manufacturing. Each shop drawing is thoughtfully
prepared with accurate details to best facilitate
the architect’s and engineer’s instructions. The
drawings are detailed in both the English and
Chinese languages.
We take a lot of pride in the quality of our drawings
and the details encompassing each set to ensure
only the best quality and durability are delivered.
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E XC E P T I O N A L C A S E G O O D S
Today’s interior spaces need to evoke an alluring atmosphere. They require
furniture that is visually pleasing, functional in use, and durable enough
to withstand daily wear.
Custom manufacturing case goods is definitely one of Mandy Li Collection’s core
strengths. Our attention to detail, ability to effectively manage projects, and dedication
to producing quality manufactured pieces set us apart from our competitors. We
pride ourselves in our capacity to manufacture simple to complex designs, earning
the trust of our discriminating clientele. We utilize only quality materials backed by
durable construction for each and every piece that comes out of our factory.
Our team works diligently with the designers to offer suggestions on design trends,
manufacturing processes, material options, and available finishes. We actually have our
own line of stone products and wood finishes, enabling us to cut the supply-chain
issues that sometimes occur when using outside vendors.
The following pages showcase a small sampling of some of the case goods we have
manufactured over the years. We invite you to also visit our website to view more
examples in our Installations gallery and our Designer Library.
All of us at Mandy Li Collection love what we do. It’s all about seeing a project
from concept to completion, and taking pride in the product we have produced.
Our passion is what drives us to be an industry leader.

“ ... competitive pricing, high-quality
fabrication, constant communication,
and problem-free deliveries ...”
– Grand Pacific Resorts

View our Installation Gallery and Designer Library at mandylicollection.com
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Visit the Mandy Li Collection Designer Library
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EXPLORE and GE T INSPIRED!
We invite you to explore and get inspired for your next
design project with our Designer Library. It showcases a
collection of case goods we have manufactured over the
years for our customers in an easy-to-search format. We
have created this tool on our website to support designers
for inspiration and easy project specification.
The Designer Library tool will continue to evolve, as it
will be updated regularly upon completing new projects.

at http://mandylicollection.com/design-library/
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“The entire HPC team appreciates
your high level of excellence and
professionalism. From your
competitive pricing, to highquality fabrication, to constant
communication, to problem-free
deliveries, Mandy Li Collection
consistently proves to us that
we have chosen an excellent
company to partner with on
our hospitality projects.
– Bill McBain, President
Hospitality Purchasing Consultants
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D O O R S D E F I N E T H E S PA C E
Doors afford privacy, while their designs visually complement the interior environment.
We are an experienced interior door manufacturer dedicated to offering high-quality doors with superior durability and
enduring style. All our doors are manufactured in our facility, where we guarantee the quality and performance of every
door. Our doors are made with the highest quality, hand-selected veneers and lumber. If one of our standard door designs
does not satisfy your design vision, we can custom build any door to meet your design needs.
Our made-to-order manufacturing process allows us to build
each door to your exact specifications. Our doors are precisely
built with design and maximum stability in mind. Each step in
the production process has been developed specifically to
provide exceptional strength and durability. The quality of our
materials and the craftsmanship we employ in producing our
doors set us apart from our competitors.
We offer a nice variety of standard wood finishes, and also
offer custom matching finishes to help pull all aspects of
your interior together visually.
Our collection of hardware includes handles, pulls, hinges, and our signature Track ‘n’ Glide system for barn door sliders. All
our hardware is built with durable materials to ensure long life in the daily wear and tear of their environments. If custom
hardware is desired, we will work with you to ensure we meet your design vision.
We are confident our doors will satisfy your needs, from timely delivery to unique style and outstanding durability.
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Visit our Products page at mandylicollection.com to view all our available door and hardware options.

“The attention to detail, fabrication and deliveries are first-rate.”
– Easton’s Group of Hotels,
Marriott and Hilton Projects

Shoji Screen-Style Door

Pacific Rim-Inspired Door

4-Way Book-Match Veneer Door

Double Slimline Barn Door Slider with Track ‘n’ Glide System

The timeless design of this Shoji
screen is expertly crafted into a
modern and durable door. This
interior door brings a Zen-like
elegance to your designs.

Our Pacific Rim door gives an
exotic flavor to any space.
Delicate yet durable, this door
is sure to enhance your interior
designed environment.

The symmetry of this design is created
with a rich and lustrous book-matched
wood veneer. The door has excellent
sound resistance, and its flush design
works well in multiple environments.

Our Double Barn Door Slider boasts a sleek design matched with exceptional
functionality. It creates a visually pleasing focal point within any designed
interior space. It’s available with our signature Track ‘n’ Glide System, which
can be used exposed as an industrial-style element or paired with a matching
wood valance for a more traditional design aesthetic.
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“…your team provided an excellent package of deliverables
including competitive pricing, excellent samples to choose
from, on-time delivery of shop drawings, and comprehensive
accounting to track containers and their delivery…”
– Easton’s Group of Hotels,
Marriott and Hilton Projects

Marble

Granite
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FuZion STONE

E X P E R T S I N S TO N E
As pioneers in the stone industry, we are experts and understand all

Crystal White

Emperador Light

Italian Cream

Creama Marfil

aspects when it comes to supply, fabrication, and installation.
Mandy Li Collection offers a broad range of stone products, from marble and
granite to our signature FuZion STONE®. The durability, stain resistance, and

Rojo Alicante

luxurious look of stone have made it the popular choice in designing interior
spaces. Each type of stone has an enviable palette of colors and textures to
suit your design needs. We own and operate our own factories in China, which

MARBLE

gives us the unique ability to ensure a high-end product at affordable prices.
TYPES OF CUSTOM STONE SOLUTIONS WE ABLE TO PROVIDE FOR:
• Countertops

• Backsplashes

• Fireplaces

• Desktops

• Tabletops

• Accent Walls

• Bathroom Vanities

• Shower Surrounds

• Entrances

Dynasty Brown
White Carrera

Botticino Fiorito
China Marfil

Empress Green

Creamy Ivy

We have the ability to fabricate and install custom sizes and styles to complete
the vision you have in mind for your project. Our extensive experience working
with contractors and builders on multiple projects makes us a reliable partner,
knowing exactly what it takes to get the job done on time and within budget.
You can count on us to provide accurate specifications with detailed, easy-to-read
shop drawings. Our customer service department will keep you informed every
step of the way, from design and specifications to shipping and installation.

Emperador Dark

Marble holds an inherent beauty unlike any
other stone. It creates the feeling of luxury
and refinement wherever it is used.
Shown is only a selection of what we offer.
Visit the Finishes page on our website at
MandyLiCollection.com for our full selection.
Galala Beige

Rosa Verona

Request our Finishes Sample Swatch Book from your sales representative.
Due to our product being comprised of natural materials, physical samples need to be viewed to properly evaluate color tones and grain or pattern. Natural
variations in color, pattern, distribution of pattern, and pattern size are inherent, and further enhance the overall natural beauty of our product. Our natural
stone (quartz) products are not seamless; seams are visible. Where there are seams, the product pattern and shape can be different. These naturally occurring
variations do not affect the performance or qualify for product reject or replacement.
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Giallo Ornamental

Pink Luna

Azul Mahogany

Uba Tuba

Misty Grey

Tiger Skin White

Black Pearl

Beijing Gold Pink

New Venetian Gold

Moon Pearl

Tiger Skin Yellow

Multi-Color Red

GRANITE
Giallo Veneziano
Copper Rose

China Green

Baltic Brown

Vizag Blue

Sapphire Brown
St. Andrews Gray

Kashmir White
Giallo Fiorito

Granite is a naturally made stone that holds subtle to vibrant tones in its color,
grain, and pattern. The natural variations enhance the overall beauty of the
natural stone product. Granite creates a focal point wherever it is used, and
complements the surrounding aspects of the environment.
Shown is only a selection of the colors and textures we offer. Visit the Finishes
page on our website at MandyLiCollection.com for our full selection.
Boamoral Red
Black Galaxy
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Santa Cecilia Light

China Red

Cherokee White

Boamoral Rosa
Giallo Antico

GW942

GW305

N-2216

GW202

N-2219

GW840

GW848

GW802

N-2218

GW807

N-2207

GW868

GW201

GW857

GW801

GW936

V-4407

V-4401

V-4402

N-2206

GW937

V-4408
V-4406

V-4409

V-4403

V-4405

GW885

GW600

N-2210

FuZion STONE is our signature product line of quartz. FuZion STONE offers a
variety of colors and textures for you to choose from for interior spaces. The
standout features of FuZion STONE include beauty, ease of maintenance, durability,
and price point. These combined advantages make it a great surface for any project.
Shown is only a selection of the colors and textures we offer. Visit the Finishes
page on our website at MandyLiCollection.com for our full selection.
N-2209

GW871

GW803
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C O R P O R AT E H E A D Q U A R T E R S

617 South Raymond Avenue, Alhambra, CA 91803-1534
Toll Free 877.497.8663 | Phone 626.457.1022 | Fax 626.457.1651
info@MandyLiCollection.com
www.mandylicollection.com

CO R P O R AT E PA R T N E R
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The illusion expensive...the reality affordable.

